Projects to be Judged Monday, July 16, 2018, 1:00-7:00pm At Ag Center

All projects will be judged at scheduled times this year. Members and their parents will have the opportunity to select the time of project judging through 4-H Online. The date scheduling will be available is June 15-July 3. After July 3, please call the office if you have scheduled your judging and need to change the time!

**To be eligible for county placement and state fair selection, 4-H’er must participate in judging on ABOVE DATE! Late judging is July 24th. Call the Extension Office at 740-652-7260 to schedule an appointment if 4-H’er cannot make the July 16th judging date.

WOODWORKING

All Woodworking books may be repeated

Note: For Woodworking projects - Exhibitors that use tools that are listed for higher project classes than what they took will be evaluated only and not considered for awards. This is a safety issue.

#556 Measuring Up—Judged as Junior & Senior level—

Participants should exhibit a project which shows they have learned how to use hand tools including: any non-power tools (hammers, saws, clamps, layout tools, shaping tools, etc.) Plus the following power tools if they have safety instruction & are closely supervised by a knowledgeable adult: Sanders, corded and cordless drills, saber saw and scroll saw. Bring completed project book.

#557 Making the Cut—Judged as Junior & Senior level—

Participants should exhibit a project which shows they have learned how to use tools including: tools listed in #556, plus the following power tools if they have safety instruction & are closely supervised by a knowledgeable adult: miter saw, table saw, drill press, bandsaw, thickness planner, cordless trim saw & power nailing devices. Bring completed project book.

#558 Nailing It Together—Judged as Junior & Senior level—

Participants should exhibit a project which shows they have learned how to properly use tools in its creation. A member may use a wide variety of non-power and power tools including radial arm saw, lathe, router, power circular saw, and shaper if they have safety instruction & are closely supervised by a knowledgeable adult. Use of advanced joining techniques (mortise & tenon, pocket holes, dovetails, etc.) is encouraged if matched to members skills. Projects should demonstrate the member has increased their knowledge and skills over previous projects. Bring completed project book.

#559 Finishing Up—

Participants should exhibit a project which shows they have learned how to properly use tools in its creation. A member may use all non-power and power tools if they have safety instruction & supervised by a knowledgeable adult. Project should demonstrate the member has increased their knowledge and skills over previous projects. Bring Completed project book.

#560M Woodworking Master—This project is for Advanced Woodworking.

Project should show creativity, proper joinery technique, good layout & design. Projects might include: intarsia, carvings, marquetry, lathe work, original designs and antique furniture reproductions. **Participant should exhibit a project which demonstrates the skills they use and bring completed project book and records.**

WELDING:

#573 Arcs & Sparks (Welding)—

Exhibit two projects - one will be one of the recommended projects in the 4-H Project book and the other will be one of an optional design which is no larger than that which can be wheeled into or around the building on a hand dolly by the welding participant. The welding project would have to fit in an imaginary box 6 ft. x 6 ft. x 3 ft. OR display a project of any size but is preferred to be no larger than 8 ft. x 8 ft. x 20 ft. All projects must be done using Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW).